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!

Key concept : Many agents occupy one/two/three-dimensional environments to 
generate patterns  and self-organize through nearest-neighbor interactions. 

 Intelligence

Tsetlin M.L: Automaton Theory & Modeling of Biological Systems (1950) 
  - randomness            
  - decentralization                   
  - indirect interactions among agents                   
  - self organization                  

Renaissance:Beni, Hackwood & Wang (1988) in the context of cellular robot systems.  

Swarm 
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Birds! !   

Bird  observations

- pull away before they crash onto one another!

- try to go in the same speed as their neighbors in 
the flock!

- try to move towards the center (as they perceive it)  of the flock !
("selfish" behavior  e.g. consider that animals at the edges of a cluster are being eaten away)
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Swarm : 3 basic Rules

Alignment   : steer towards the local heading of the 

flockmates

Separation  : steer to avoid crowding flockmates

Cohesion  : steer towards the average position of local  

flockmates

http://www.red3d.com/cwr/boids/

http://www.red3d.com/cwr/boids/
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Boids  : Craig Reynolds
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Swarms, Flocks and Herds in movies
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First they explore

Collective Intelligence : How Ants Find Food

Individual ants mark their path by emitting a  
chemical substance - a pheromone - as they forage for foodAnts smell pheromone and they tend to choose path with strong pheromone concentrationOther ants use the pheromone to find the food sourceWhen the “system” is interrupted, the ants are able  

to adapt by rapidly adopting second best solutions
Social insects, following simple, individual rules, accomplish complex colony activities through: 

flexibility, robustness and self-organization



Seawolf  - USA

Albuquerque - USA

Typhoon,USSR

Shark

 NATURAL ALGORITHMS: I. IMITATION



A Fast Swimmer !
Pike = Hecht = Esox lucius

Bioinsp. Biomim. 5 (2010) 035004 J Conte et al

Table 1. Summary of Esox species fast-start performance.

Fast-start Method Maximum Maximum                                     Duration Body      
Authors Common name type       (Hz) acceleration (m s−2) velocity (L s−1, m s−1) (ms)                           length (m)
Weihs [5] Pike ER 40 50 – – –

Webb [13] Tiger musky ER 250 39.5 7.2, 1.6 115 0.217
Rand and Lauder [14] Chain pickerel FS 200 21.1 (mean) 9.0, 2.5 92 0.273
Webb [15] Tiger musky ER 60 15 (mean) 21, 1.4 – 0.065
Harper and Blake [1] Northern pike ER Acc 120.2 (mean) 10.5, 3.97 108 0.378
Harper and Blake [1] Northern pike FS Acc 95.9 (mean) 8.2, 3.1 133 0.378
Frith and Blake [16] Northern pike ER 250 151.3 (mean) 8.7, 3.5 129 0.400



Steinhuder Hecht - The first U-boot

 Jakob Chrysostomus Praetorius

http://de.academic.ru/dic.nsf/dewiki/677132


 Steinhuder Hecht (~1760s)

Der Steinhuder Hecht war 1772 das erste in Deutschland gebaute U-Boot. 

Der Entwurf des Ingenieurs, Offiziers und Militärschullehrers Jakob Chrysostomus Praetorius sah eine Eichenholzkonstruktion in der Form eines Fisches mit Segeln und beweglicher 
Schwanzflosse vor. Der Plan soll 1762 dem Grafen Wilhelm zu Schaumburg-Lippe vorgetragen worden sein und wurde nach anfänglicher Ablehnung 1772 auf der Inselfestung Wilhelmstein 
in einer abgespeckten Version verwirklicht. Es soll 1772 zwölf Minuten im Steinhuder Meer getaucht sein. Dies dürfte aber wegen der maximal 2,9 m Wassertiefe fraglich sein. 

Der Aktionsradius des Hechtes war sicherlich eingeschränkt, mehr war auch nicht geplant. Sein militärischer Zweck war, für den Belagerungsfall eine Verbindung zu schaumburg-lippischen 
Verbündeten (v.a. Großbritannien, Kur-Braunschweig-Lüneburg, Preußen) zu sichern, die nach unbemerktem Anlanden an einem unbewachten Seeufer oder einer Einfahrt in den weserwärts 
abfließenden Meerbach hätten zu Land erreicht werden können. Die örtliche Mär, der Graf habe damit ‚nach Portugal‘ fahren wollen, erklärt sich aus seiner Lebensgeschichte.

http://de.academic.ru/dic.nsf/dewiki/1328428

http://de.academic.ru/dic.nsf/dewiki/1423898
http://de.academic.ru/dic.nsf/dewiki/677132
http://de.academic.ru/dic.nsf/dewiki/1509839
http://de.academic.ru/dic.nsf/dewiki/1512598
http://de.academic.ru/dic.nsf/dewiki/1328429
http://de.academic.ru/dic.nsf/dewiki/1243232
http://de.academic.ru/dic.nsf/dewiki/812311
http://de.academic.ru/dic.nsf/dewiki/806702
http://de.academic.ru/dic.nsf/dewiki/812371
http://de.academic.ru/dic.nsf/dewiki/938644
http://de.academic.ru/dic.nsf/dewiki/1124334
http://de.academic.ru/dic.nsf/dewiki/1509839
http://de.academic.ru/dic.nsf/dewiki/1328428


A fast-starting mechanical fish that accelerates at 40 m s−2, 
J Conte, Y Modarres-Sadeghi, M N Watts, F S Hover and M S Triantafyllou,  Bioinsp. Biomim. 5 (2010) 035004

10cm long

50cm long



What/How to Mimic Nature ?

Gliding Robot ACE (GRACE) : A Robotic Fish To Test Our Dirty Waters 
Michigan State University



…  (what) to imitate or not to imitate ? ...what to imitate ?

“Are you sure about this, Stan ?  
It seems odd that a pointy head and a long beak is what makes them fly.”



…how much to imitate ?

Leonardo’s  	

Flying  machine

Otto  Lilienthal

Saracceni, 1600



!
!

“I have called this principle,  
by which each slight variation, if useful, is  preserved,  
by the term Natural Selection.” -The Origin of Species, Darwin 

 NATURAL ALGORITHMS: II. EVOLUTION



The Genesis of ES (sic !)

Evolution Strategies  (ES) were invented in 1964 by a fluid dynamicist: Ingo Rechenberg  

EXPERIMENTS  performed at the Herman Foettinger Institute TU-Berlin 1962-1965 
!
Team : I. Rechenberg, H.P. Schwefel, P.Bienert 
!
The team was expelled from the Institute upon successfully completing the project

NOTE: One variable at a time and approximate 
gradients stuck in a local minimum (S-shape)

Evolution and Fluid Mechanics 

GOAL :  Drag minimization of an S-plate 
PARAMETERS : Plate angles

Johann-Gerhard Helmcke  (60’s-MPI Berlin) : “Reconsider nature in engineering” 



The Genesis of ES

•Small	  binomial	  distribution	  changes	  (mutations)	  
•Accept	  solutions	  based	  on	  improvement	  	  
•Modify	  distribution	  accordingly

Jahrestagung der WGLR und DGRR , 16. September 1964 in der Berliner Kongresshalle mit dem Titel: „Kybernetische Lösungsansteuerung 
einer experimentellen Forschungsaufgabe“ [3].



Evolution ~ Search for Good Solutions

N. Hansen, S. D. Mueller, P. Koumoutsakos: Reducing the time complexity of the derandomized evolution strategy  
with Covariance Matrix Adaptation (CMA-ES), Evol. Comput., 11(1), 1-18, 2003 

initialize

while not terminate do

est_prob_distr 

select

evaluate 

end do 

sample

Probabilistically	  Search	  Parameter	  Space	  
Adapt	  Probability	  from	  Found	  Good	  Solutions



Covariance Matrix Adaptation - ES
iterative method that “learns” the correct Covariance Matrix

{xk}µ
k=1

{xk}�
k=1

Parents

Offspring
Sample N (⇥x⇤w , �2C)

Recombination �x⇥w

Mutation �,C

start with initial offspring population

g = 0

stopping criteria 
fulfilled? g++

noyes
stop

Evaluation

Selection

X2

X1

Hansen, Muller, Koumoutsakos. Evolutionary Computation, 2003



Rechenberg’s Experiment : Setup 

FLOW SOLVER 
Remeshed Vortex Methods + Penalisation 
Re = 1000, Resolution = 2048x1024 
domain = 20Lx10L 
time to solution ~ 2 hours on 16 cores

Parametrization: 
5 angles = α1,α2,α3,α4,α5	

bounds = -45 ≤ α ≤ 45

CMA-ES: 
population = 200 
bounds enforced via rejection algorithm 

α1

α2

α3

α4

α5

f =
1

T2 � T1

� T2

T1

CDdT

Cost Function:
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2D Rechenberg’s Experiment @ Re = 1000
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Which   is the  best EA ?
THE  STOOL : 250 ODE’s  ~ 120 parameters



Optimization and Design



Anguiliform Swimming 

• The legend of Sargasso Sea (Schmidt 1920’s)  

• Metabolic measurements in eels indicate high 
swimming efficiency (van Ginneken et al., 2005 )

• Anguiliform : An archetypal (nematodes to eels) swimming 
mode 

• One of the first ever  studied  forms of swimming    (James 
Gray, 1920-30)



Studies in Anguilliform Swimming

!
• Experiments: Contradicting conclusions from observed 

wake patterns, e.g. lateral jets  vs. reversed Karman streets 
!

• Wake instability or phase difference in vorticity transport  
• different swimming modes? 
• efficiency vs. speed?

E. D. Tytell, and G. V. Lauder (2004), J. Exp. Biol. 207

U.K Mueller et al (2001), J. Exp. Biol. 204

• Simulations: 2D and predefined motion patterns



A Reverse Engineering Approach

Optimization of  fish motion parameters 

3D unsteady viscous flow simulation of a freely swimming  body  

DIFFERENT SWIMMING PATTERNS FOR DIFFERENT OBJECTIVES

+

=



• Body with ellipsoid cross sections 
!
• Fish  motion determined by 2D 

deformation of body centerline 
– prescribed curvature of centerline: 
!
!

– Curvature amplitude                       
parameterized by cubic spline (4 points)  

– Linear phase shift

Geometry and Motion Parameterization

⇒5 Parameters to be optimized



• TWO CHALLENGES: 
1. Self-propelled, undulating body  
2. Real Eeels : ReL=UL/ν ≈30,000

Flow-Structure Interaction

!
• Here 

– 3D viscous unsteady simulation with 
STAR-CD v. 3.150A (ALE FV solver) 

– Sequential staggered coupling of flow 
and body (user subroutines) 

– Moving & deforming structured grid  
• Prescribed Undulation (no roll/pitch) 
• 300k cells (optimization cases: 70k) 
• follows center of mass 
• Far field pressure boundary conditions 

–  ReL=UL/ν ≈4000, Rea = a2/Tν ≈100 
– Validations : IB +  FV methods

Inertial system x

y
u

v

ω

Copyright© 1997, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc.

Since the structural problem is solved by the mid-

point rule, it follows that

un+i - un = — un+i

Finally, from Eqs. (13,14) we derive

n+i = un+i - - U n i o n T

(14)

(15)

which completes the proof by induction of PROPO-

SITION 1.

PROPOSITION 2. The ISS procedure described

above satisfies Eg. (6) (implied by the GCL) and

both interface continuity equations (4).

PROOF. Define

X r a _ i+X n + i

Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (16) gives

At .
Xn —

 x
n_i + Xn

(16)

(17)

and substituting Eqs. (10,12) into Eq. (17) gives

xn = un on T (18)

which concludes the proof of PROPOSITION 2.

REMARK 2. From Eq. (13), it follows that up-

dating the fluid dynamic mesh using Eq. (11) is

equivalent to updating it using

xn , i = un -u,. (19)

The second proposition summarizes the main idea

behind the design of the ISS method, and high-

lights the major difference between this improved

serial staggered procedure and the conventional se-

rial staggered procedure CSS overviewed in Section

2.1.

The ISS method advocated in this paper is illus-

trated in Fig. 4. It is subiteration-free, has a com-

putational complexity that is similar to that of the

CSS method, and exhibits superior numerical prop-

erties that are highlighted in Section 6. It can be

equipped with fluid subcycling as for the case of the

CSS procedure (see Fig. 2).

4 An improved parallel partitioned

solution procedure

The mathematical analysis performed in [7] for a

linearized aeroelastic model problem suggests that

Wn-1/2 © Wn+i/2 ^

©V" Awl/2 Vn+l
Pn+3/2

0

Figure 4: ISS: the improved serial staggered proce-

dure

for the CPS procedure, inter-field parallelism is

achieved at the expense of amplified errors in the

fluid and structure responses. This is not surprising

given that the CPS method does not implement any

feedback between the fluid and the structure within

one coupled time-step. In order to improve the ac-

curacy of this basic parallel time-integrator, we pro-

pose to exchange information between the fluid and

structure kernels at half-step. We label the corre-

sponding staggered algorithm the Improved Parallel

Staggered (IPS) procedure, and depict it graphically

in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5: IPS: the improved parallel staggered pro-

cedure

The computations performed during the first half

of a cycle of the IPS procedure are identical to

those that are performed during a cycle of the

CPS method, except that the fluid system is ad-

vanced only up to tn+i, while the structure is time-

integrated all the way to tn+i- Let Wn+i and Un+i

denote respectively the fluid and state vectors corn-

American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics

Simulations : ~ 10 hours on 16 processors per run



Optimization: Cost Functions

2. FAST sustained swimming: Maximize swimming velocity with constraints

OBJECTIVES 
!
1. MIGRATION: Optimize swimming efficiency

f� =
mŪ2

2Wcycle

Wcycle =
⇥ t+T

t

�

S
�¯̄� · n · u dS dt

Penalize 
BURSTS}

fU = Ū � c1Rmean � c2Rpeak,

Rmean = H(P̄total � P̄mean) · (P̄total � P̄mean)2

Rpeak = H(Ptotal � Pmax) · (Ptotal � Pmax)2



x

y

y

x

z

S. Kern, P. Koumoutsakos. Simulations of optimized anguilliform swimming. J. Experimental  Biology, 209, 4841-4857, 2006.



⇒

⇒

⇒

⇒

translation

rotation

deformation

ui = ut
i + ur

i + udef
i

Characteristic functioninterface ➫

Projection method➫fluid2body

body2fluid Brinkman penalization➫

Remeshed vortex methodscheme ➫

Unbounded domainfree space ➫

�i

��i(ui � u)

r · udef
i 6= 0

Angot, Bruneau, Fabrie. Num. Mathematik, 1999. 
Mittal, Iaccarino, Ann. Rev. Fluid Mech., 2005

diffusionadvection stretching penalization

Multiple,time dependent geometries

Koumoutsakos, Leonard. J. of Fluid Mech., 1995. 
Gazzola, Chatelain, van Rees., Koumoutsakos, J. Comp. Physics, 2011



⇒

⇒

⇒

⇒

Multi-resolution Remeshed Vortex Methods  + Penalization



2nd order

3rd order

1st order

2nd order

1st order

1st order

2nd order

fwd

lat

present method

Kern et al., JEB, 2008.	

(Body fitted mesh, Finite Volumes)



GIVEN a MOTION PATTERN...

... what are the fastest and most efficient swimming shapes ?

Parametrization:

• 6 control points	

• 4 parametersWidth:

• 8 control points	

• 6 parametersHeight:

10 parameters

+
INITIAL SHAPE: larva zebrafish 5 d.p.f.

Cost functions:

4

(d)Cost function for fast swimming - Case 182

The fastest shape is found by maximizing the average forward velocity Ū83

over the sixth swimming cycle, starting from rest. The sixth cycle was chosen as84

a compromise between reducing computational costs and approximating cruise85

velocity, based on results by Kern & Koumoutsakos (2006). The cost function,86

cast into a minimization problem, is mathematically defined as87

fvel =�Ū =�
����
Z6T

5T
U(t) dt

����
2

, (2.1)

where U(t) is the velocity vector of the swimmer’s center of mass. In case the88

swimmer moves backwards, the sign of the cost function is inverted.89

(e)Cost function for efficient swimming - Case 290

The most efficient shape is identified by maximizing, over the sixth cycle, the91

ratio between useful energy and the sum of input and useful energy. As input92

energy we consider the energy imparted by the swimmer to the fluid through93

its deformation, and as useful energy, the kinetic energy gained by the swimmer94

itself. The efficiency cost function is therefore defined as:95

feff =� Euseful
Einput + Euseful

=� mŪ

2
/2⇣R6T

5T Pinput(t) dt
⌘
+mŪ

2
/2

, (2.2)

where m is the swimmer’s mass and Pinput is the total instantaneous power96

delivered to the fluid, which accounts for rate of change of kinetic energy and97

dissipation due to viscous stresses (see Gazzola et al. (2012) and appendix).98

The swimmer’s volume is part of the efficiency definition, that can therefore be99

understood as a transport efficiency.100

3. Methodology101

In this section we present the main features of the fluid-structure interaction solver102

and the optimization strategy adopted.103
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(speed)

(efficiency)

Re =
L2/T

⌫
= 550Flow regime:

anguilliform



EVOLUTIONARY OPTIMIZATION

efficient (⌘)fast (U)



•slender profile (w/L=0.03)
•dorsal fin
•caudal peduncle
•distinct pointy caudal fin

•lateral/frontal area 11
•inflection point

•blunt head (w/L=0.09)
•dorsal fin
•no caudal peduncle
•distinct pointy caudal fin

•lateral/frontal area 2.6
•pronounced inflection point

•larger volume 4.6x

fastest (+50%)

most efficient (+250%)

(some) Natural features are the OUTCOME of optimization



fastest most efficient

van Rees, Gazzola, Koumoutsakos. Optimal shapes of larval anguilliform swimmers.  (submitted).

WIDTH 

+60% 	

eff.

−40% 	

speed

speed best

INFLECTION POINT

no inflection point:	

−25% speed, -20% eff.

efficiency 
best

no caudal fin still 
80% speed

speed

CAUDAL FINspeed 
best



Videos Courtesy Matt McHenry  (UCI) - Zebrafish larvae evade predators by sensing water flow, J. Exp. Biol., 216, 2013

COST = SURVIVAL



C-start is an escape motion pattern

Is C-start optimal?

Liao Lab’s Channel - YouTube

Preparatory stroke Propulsive stroke

Muller, van den Boogaart, van Leeuwen. J. of Exp.Biology, 2008.



start endr

COST f = �r
���
T
prep

+2T
prop

FLOW @ Re =
L2/Tprop

⌫
= 550

S1 S3S2 S4 S5 S6

GEOMETRY

4.4mm long larva zebrafish of age 5 days post-fertilization

Muller, van den Boogaart, van Leeuwen. JEB, 2008	

Parichy et al. Developmental Dynamics, 2009	


Fontaine et al. JEB, 2008

PARAMETERS

8                        =            3                           +    3                         +1        +1


s

(s, t) = B(s) f(
t

T
prep

+ T
prop

) + K(s) · sin

2⇡(

t

T
prop

� ⌧(s)) + �

�
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C-start:  Vorticity Field



Vortex Dynamics + Pushing Fluid 



Experimental data by Muller, van den Boogaart, van Leeuwen. JEB, 2008.

IN VIVO -IN SILICO
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• FISH SCHOOLING 
•Vortex Dynamics OR Behavioral Traits? 
•Is fish schooling energetically favorable? 

Self-Organisation 
 =  
randomness +  
decentralization + 
indirect interactions  

    Tsetlin M.L: Automaton Theory & Modeling of Biological Systems (1950)

http://www.youtube.com/user/DisneyMovieTrailers


FISH SCHOOLING

To school fish need to modify their motion patterns in order 
to cope with changes in the surrounding flow 

http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xedk1_synchronisedfish

Fixed motion pattern?

http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xedk1_synchronisedfish
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Particle Swarm optimisation: A mini tutorial
These notes were adapted  from a powerpoint presentation of M. Clerc.
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Part 1: United we stand
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Cooperation example
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Initialization. Positions and velocities
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Neighbourhoods

geographical
social
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PSO in action
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The circular neighbourhood

Virtual circle

1

5

7

6 4

3

8 2
Particle 1’s  

3-neighbourhood
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Psycho-social compromise

Here I am!

The best 
performance of 
my neighbors

My best 
performance

x
pg

pi

v

i-proximity

g-proximity
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The historical algorithm

for each particle

update the 
velocity 

then move

for each component d

At each time step t

Randomness 
inside the 

loop
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How to choose parameters

The right way
This way

Or this way
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Minimun requirements for a PSO
!

1. You  have to define what a position is, what a velocity is, and what 
a coefficient is (although, most of the time, you just use real 
coefficients). 
!

2. For any pair of positions in the search space, you have to be able to 
compare them, according to the objective function. Note it does not 
mean this function has to be a numerical one, you just need to have  
defined an order. Also the objective function does not need to be a 
differentiable one, or even a continuous one. 
!

3. You need 4 basic algebraic operators. In practice, particularly for 
discrete or hybrid problems (I mean problems mixing continuous and 
discrete variables), the first one, how to multiply a velocity by a 
coefficient, may be the most difficult to define.
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Minimun requirements for PSO

Comparing positions 
in the search space H

Algebraic operators
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Clusters and Queens

Each particle is weighted by 
its performance

Dynamic clustering

Centroids = Queens  
= temporary new 

“particles”
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Think locally, act locally (Adaptive versions)

NOTE :  there is no selection at all in PSO, just cooperation, but, on the other 
hand, selection process has been proved to be also sometimes quite useful,  
like in Genetic Algorithms. 

!
There  are some attempts to combine advantages of the two approaches without,  
if possible, also combine their drawbacks.

?
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Adaptive swarm size

There has been enough 
improvement

although I'm the 
worst

but there has been not enough 
improvement

I'm the 
best

I try to generate a 
new particle

I try to kill 
myself
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Adaptive coefficients

The better I am, 
the more I follow 

my own way

The better is my best 
neighbor, the more I 

tend to go towards him

αv rand(0…b)(p-x)



Rosenbrock Function
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Energies: classical process

Rosenbrock 2D. Swarm size=20, constant coefficients
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Energies: adaptive process

Rosenbrock 2D. Adaptive swarm size, adaptive coefficients
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n1

n3
n2

Apple trees

Swarm size=3
Best position

7    7   6
3    11   6
6    4   10
3    0   17
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Real applications (hybrid)

Medical 
diagnosis Industrial mixer

Electrical generator Electrical vehicle

http://www.particleswarm.info/

http://www.particleswarm.info
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To know more

Particle Swarm Central,  
http://www.particleswarm.info/

http://www.particleswarm.net


From Simulation to OPTIMIZATION



APPENDIX II

NOTES ON GRANULAR MATERIALS SIMULATION



Past Homework : Optimized Nuts

BAD GOOD



Simulations of Granular Media 

The slides on Granular Media are based on notes by : !
!

!

Professor Hans J. Herrmann,!
Institute of Building Materials (IfB) 

ETH, Zürich

http://www.hans-herrmann.ethz.ch/

http://www.hans-herrmann.ethz.ch


Granular Media



in many complex stable states



Sandfish : Bodies in Granular Media



SandFish



Sandfish



Molecular Dynamics
a technique to simulate motion of granular materials

Calculate the trajectory of each grain by solving Newton’s equation of 
motion using a small time increment ∆t:

In the same way calculate rotation angle and angular velocity using 
sum of torques

The forces are: gravity, elastic repulsion between grains, damping 
due to plastic deformation, static and dynamic friction

Calculate position:

Calculate velocity:



Granular Dynamics
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Forces used in granular media

1. Gravitation

2. NORMAL Forces : 
Linear Dashpot Model

OTHER Models : Viscoelastic Damped Particles

Fn = Y ⇥ + �n d⇥

dt

�⇥
Fg = m�⇥g

elastic dissipative

Fn =
2Y

⇥
( 1

Ri
+ 1

Rj
)�1

3(1� �2)
(⇥3/2 + A

�
⇥
d⇥

dt
)



4. tangential forces

ut
rel = (�⇥uj ��⇥ui)

�⇥
et
ij + Ri�i + Rj�j

Haff-Werner 
Model

F t = �sign(ut
rel) min(�t|ut

rel|, µ|Fn|)

For small relative velocity or large normal force, the tangential force is a 
linear shear damping. This shear force is limited by Coulombs friction 
law.!
This has problems in simulating static heaps of granular material (sand 
heaps)



Segregation under vibration

Brazil  
Nut  

Effect



Convection on vibrating plate

experiment simulation



Flux through a hopper

experiment simulation



Obstruction 

Consequence 
of flux 

fluctuations



Mixing in a cylinder

case of 
spheres
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...and with complex 

  appear 
 avalanches 

on the surface
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Spontaneous bearing formation
Black: clockwise rotation 

White: counter-clockwise rotation



Close-up of bearing



Idealized space filling bearing

n = m = 10



Example for space filling bearing



Rolling space-filling bearings



Particles moving in fluids

•The fluid velocity field follows the 
Navier-Stokes equations. 

• Many industrial processes involve 
the transport of solid particles 
suspended in a fluid. The particles can 
be sand, colloids, polymers, etc. 

•The particles are dragged by the fluid 
with a force:

simulating particles moving in 
a sheared fluid



Sedimentation

• Sedimentation ist the descent 
of particles in a fluid due to the 
action of gravity.  
• The interaction between the 
particles and the fluid is given by 
the condition that the velocity of 
the fluid on the entire surface of 
the particle is equal to the 
velocity of the particle.  
•This can be achieved e.g.  by 
expanding the gradient of the 
fluid velocity at the particle 
surface. 
•Another method by Fogelholm 
and Peskin consists in advecting 
markers and then putting springs 
between them and their original 
positions.   



Sedimentation

comparing experiment and simulation

Glass beads 
 descending 
in silicon oil

Thesis of Kai Hoefler



Sedimentation of platelets

Oblate ellipsoids descend in a fluid under 
the action of gravity.

This has applications in biology 
(blood), industry (paint) and geology 
(clay). 

Thesis of Frank Fonseca



Particle Ladden Flows

 - Walther and Koumoutsakos, 1998


